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My journey in the field of cocoa started with ‘a great perhaps’. Before starting this research, the
few things I knew about cocoa were based on my presentation about chocolate in primary
school and my love for chocolate itself. This research encouraged me to move out of my comfort
zone and step into the great unknown. Soon my curiosity became my main motivation to get to
know as much as possible about having a cocoa farm in Ghana. My insights into the cocoa sector
even made me change my personal opinion on cocoa farming. If I had the chance to start my own
farm, I would be more than willing. Nevertheless, my ambitions as a cocoa farmer had to wait
because a Master thesis doesn’t write itself.
This research also encouraged me to explore another side of Ghana. Ghana was a familiar
country due to the previous research I’ve conducted on talk radio for Leiden University, where I
spend most of my time in the concrete jungle of Accra. The rural areas in Ghana where another
world compared to the urban environment of the capital. I discovered that determination and
creativity together with being open for whatever life throws at you, characterized Ghanaians
everywhere. My experiences in Ghana inspired me to look at challenges in similar ways, don’t
focus on the limitations but on the opportunities.
The isolation of the village scared me in the beginning. Nevertheless, the more time I
spend there, the more I started to see the beauty of rural Ghana. Village life is characterized by a
feeling of familiarity. Changes are more gradually, what makes you appreciate the small things in
life. The feeling of belonging grows when you stay longer and get to know the stories behind the
faces. The cocoa farmers surprised me with their perseverance. Their determination is what
brought them so far and will motivate them to keep going. Ironic how you can find such great
perseverance in a place as ‘tiny’ village as Anansu.
This thesis would not have been possible without the time, help and support of many.
Firstly, I would like to thank the cocoa farmers for sharing their stories and the villagers who
made me feel at home. I would like to thank IITA Ghana for the support and especially, Sander
Muilerman for his guidance in the field of cocoa. A special word of gratitude to my supervisor
Kees Jansen for his academic vision, inspiration and support what helped me through writing
this thesis successfully. I thank the Humid Tropics Project and Wageningen UR for the
opportunity to contribute. Special thanks to SNV, Kuapa Kokoo and University of Ghana for their
cooperation and support. A big thank you to the organisation of Agro-Eco for arranging my field
work with special thanks to Willem-Albert, Dennis, Inusah and Harry. I could have never done
my research without my translator Christabell, with her expertise and the sunshine she brought
to the fieldwork: medase!
My great perhaps would have turned out differently without the help of my parents and
siblings, who unconditionally supported me. Kwame, thank you for your unconditional faith in
me as a researcher and being there along my journey. Anna van Roekel, thank you for the many
jollof-nights and lively discussions on cocoa. Hannah de Koning, thank you for making me smile
when times were tough. Grytine Twijnstra, our two-and-a-half-hours Skype meetings were
never long enough and always encouraged me to do more. A big thank you to my extended family
in Ghana: Elke, Sander, Noor & Milan who always made me feel so welcome. Lastly, I would like
to thank Baaba, Sabine and Annelie who set an example for me with their girl-power.
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Ghana and cocoa are an inseparable duo. Ghana is the second largest cocoa producer and
exporter in the world (after Ivory Coast). Cocoa takes care of 29% of the GDP of Ghana and it is
the biggest crop in the country. About 6 million people are (in)directly depending on cocoa
which is 25 to 30% of the whole population of Ghana (Broere & van der Kooij, 2016). Most
farming takes place on small family-owned farms with a size of 2 to 3 hectares and there is little
mechanization (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013). Cocoa has a social impact as well. Cocoa
production has affected land tenure systems, the intimate relation to land, the dynamics of
traditional authority systems and kinship relations (Anyidoho, et al., 2012).
Despite the importance of cocoa, the cocoa sector in Ghana is characterized by low
production, small plots, ageing farmers and even older trees (Broere & van der Kooij, 2016).
Intensification of the actual plots has been proposed as a means to secure production and
sustainabillity. Therefore, the request for younger and a new generation of farmers is evident
among cocoa experts, NGO’s, companies and academics. “We cannot expect intensification to
come from older generations but rather from younger people with better education, an
innovative capacity and a more entrepreneurial spirit” (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). The new
generation of cocoa farmers should be able to increase the productivity and bring back the glory
of the cocoa sector in Ghana.
However, even if the youth would enter the cocoa sector they still should fit into a
system together with the current cocoa farmers. The historical strategy of farmers migrating
into virgin forests to start cocoa farms is no longer possible in Ghana. The main way to get land
is via inheritance systems that underlie the production of cocoa (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). In
order to get access, the youth cannot pass by the current cocoa farmers, their views and common
rules on succession. There is a clear knowledge gap on succession arrangements and by taking
these into account, it contributes to a more inclusive way to ensure the future of cocoa in Ghana.
This research will provide a deeper understanding of the succession arrangement in order to
contribute to the debate about youth in the cocoa sector of Ghana.

This research provides insight in the envisioned succession arrangements of cocoa farmers in
Ghana. Youth involvement will be inevitable for the cocoa sector to increase productivity but this
cannot be done without the cooperation of the current cocoa farmers. The research will reveal
what is important for the current cocoa farmers in arranging their succession, what makes it
easier for the next generation to fit in.

“There is a widespread agreement that agriculture can be the salvation of sub-Saharan African
countries” (Anyidoho, et al., 2012, p. 3). Agriculture is still seen as a fundamental factor for
poverty reduction and economic growth in the 21st century (Naamwintone & Bagson, 2013). The
future of farming is a highly debated topic and is gaining more and more attention. One of the
major topics in the debate on the future of farming is the involvement of youth to secure the
agricultural sector. Farmers are in general from an older age and to sustain the practice of
farming, new farmers need to sign up (Adedugbe, 2013). However, agriculture appears to be so
unattractive to young people that they turn away from a rural future (White, 2012). Most of the
literature on how to include the youth is focusing on the ‘pulling’ away effect on young people in
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rural areas (Sumberg, et al., 2014).
Firstly, there is the neglect of farming skills and the downgrading of farmers’ life (White,
2012). The youth perceives a rural job as a job for the elderly, poor and illiterate (Adedugbe,
2013). Contributing to this is the removal of agriculture from the curricula in schools, what
neglects the importance of farming (White, 2012). Farming is ranked lower in the perceived
hierarchy of work and youth prefer to work within a formal occupation (Anyidoho, et al., 2012).
Prestige and status are also connected to this choice (Juma; Perry by Anyidoho et al., 2012).
Besides, urban areas often provide a better arrangement of educational opportunities and often
better paying and higher status jobs (Sumberg, et al., 2014). Young people are indispensable to
sustain the sector but all these factors make a future in agriculture unpopular.
Secondly, literature emphasizes the chronic neglect of government investment in the
rural environment (White, 2012) (Sumberg, et al., 2014) (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). Rural life
presents some challenges in the form of absence of facilities, infrastructure and amenities
(White, 2012) (Anyidoho et al., 2012). Youngsters state that the government should invest in the
cocoa sector with new technologies and inputs which should be accessible and readily available.
This would raise the status quo of cocoa farming because government attention for farmers
would signal that cocoa farmers do matter (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). Contributing to this is the
lack of effective policy due to limited research, what makes it impossible to challenge underlying
social or agricultural concerns (Sumberg, et al., 2014). Poor access to credit (Anyidoho et al.,
2012), high loans for investments, risk of crop failure (Ghimire, 2002) and rural-urban migration
due to higher loans in urban areas (Adedugbe, 2013) are other downsides of rural life.
Lastly, access to land is another crucial problem for the new generation of farmers
(Sumberg, et al., 2014) (White, 2012). The youth finds it increasingly difficult to gain access to
land and right to land in their families (Amanor, 2010). Prominent in the academic debate is the
line that young people are ‘pushed’ out of agriculture against their will. Young people often
express a reluctance for farming because of the long period of waiting, they need to ‘timepass’
this period before getting access (White, 2012). The rural youth emphasizes the vulnerability in
village conditions, the exploitation by local elites and gerontocrats (Richards by White, 2012).
Youth themselves do see potential in the ownership of farming and is asking for more control
over resources (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013) (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). However, in many
agrarian socieities the access to lands is determined by the older generations who want to retain
control of land as long as possible (White, 2012). The local gerontocracy structure makes the
elder generation reluctant to transfer control to the next generation (White, 2012) (Amanor,
2010). This structure is discouraging for the youth who are asking for more control
(Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013). The youth even see cocoa in the same way their parents do, as
an investment which will accumulate capital in the end. This suggests that there might not be a
big difference between the current cocoa farmers and the next generations (Anyidoho, et al.,
2012)
Also in Ghana, access to land is a widely-discussed topic. When cocoa was introduced in
Ghana the areas picked were often situated in largely uninhabited wilderness areas (Hill by
Amanor, 2006). Land was readily available as well as labour which consisted of the extended
family and hired (migrant) labourers (Amanor, 2010). However, in the late 1970s and early
1980’s the frontier began to decline and uncultivated land was not available anymore. This
changed the nature of production and the involvement of family members (Amanor, 2010).
Family members could no longer be guaranteed of their access to land and close kind began to
compete for land (Amanor, 2006). The previous generalised (but implicit) reciprocial principle
among family members was suddenly not so obvious anymore. This resulted in the youth who
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withdrew their labour services from the family farm because they were not guaranteed a share
of the property they have created during their labour (Amanor, 2006). The change in the nature
of production led to rising commodification and social differentation, what resulted in more
generational conflicts and stress (Amanor, 2010). These intergenerational tensions are still
evident in the cocoa sector of Ghana (Amanor, 2006). The academic debate does acknowledge
the relation between the current generation and the new generation (Amanor, 2012) (Amanor,
2010) (Amanor, 2006) (Proctor & Lucchesi, 2012), (White, 2012), (Quan, 2007), (Anyidoho, et
al., 2012), (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013). However, the debate shows a clear knowledge gap
in understanding the dynamics between the generations. Nevertheless, the future of farming is
inseparably connected to the interaction between generations (White, 2012) and this research
deepens this debate based on succession arrangements in cocoa farming.

In order to analyse the role of succession arrangements in the field of cocoa in Ghana, different
academic concepts are used and described within the conceptual framework. The concept of
family in Ghana is more connected to blood rather than marriage (Fenrich & Higgings, 2001).
The term family may also be used to described the nuclear family but spouses are not
neccesarily related to each other as under a Western conception of family. Historically, the
importance of the extended family as a social institution far exceeded that of the nuclear family.
Family also determines the enjoyment the rights of land, other property and one’s right of
succcession (Fenrich & Higgings, 2001).
Cocoa farms have been a family cooperation for years (Amanor, 2006), what means that
labour for cocoa production has conventionally been suplied by the family (Anyidoho, et al.,
2012). Ghanaian cocoa farms are still family farms in the sense that, the principals are related by
kinship or marriage; business ownership is often combined with managerial control; control is
passed on from one generation to the other in the same family (Gasson, et al., 1988). A key
characteristic of a family farm is that both the managerial control as well as ownership is
transferred among family members in the passage of time (Errington, 2002). The family farm is
much more than just a business entitiy: it’s a shared home, heritage and livelihood (Honey &
Evans, 2007). The stories of the cocoa farms in Ghana are intepreted by taking into account the
the specific situation based on historical, social and economic circumstances what determines
the form and content of family relationships on the farm (Gasson et al., 1998).
Inheretance is an indispensable factor in running a family farm and transfers from
parents to children are important moments in the cycle of a farm. When farmers age and
succession becomes an issue, other potentially divisive issues emerge like who will take over the
farm, how to provide fairly for the other (adult) children including their families and how to
provide for the retirement of ageing parents (Honey & Evans, 2007). Inheritance in Ghana is a
very particular case because there are two prominent ways of unilineal descent: patrilineal and
matrilineal. These two are distinguished on the basis of whether descent is traced through a
female or a male ancestor (Ferrara, 2006). If a society is patrilineal the children are considered
to be part of their’s fathers kin group and are not ‘related’ to their mothers kin. So kin
membership is passed on by male children to their own children and so on (Ferrara, 2006)
(Kutsoati & Morck, 2012). On the contrary, in a matrilineal society children are part of their
mother’s kin and only females can pass the kin identity on their offspring (Ferrara, 2006). In a
matrilineal society the relationship between the father and children is rather weak. The father is
more connected to the children of his sister (nephews and nieces) because these will pass on the
kin of the family (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014). The main patrilineal societies in Ghana are the Ga
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tribe, Ewe tribe, the Dagomba and the Nanaumba tribe (Kutsoati & Morck, 2012). The Akans are
matrilineal and constitute about 48% of Ghana’s population (Ferrara, 2006). Most farmers who
were interviewed in the research were Akan and therefore, matrilineal.
Succession plays a significant role in the long-term viability of individual farms (Wheeler,
et al., 2012). Succession is the process whereby the ownership and management of the family
business is transferred to the next operator, typically the next generation (Wheeler, et al., 2012).
The farm succession does not only influence the family but it also determines the industry
structure (Ngeywo et al., 2014). Succession is often a complex process with often unpredictable
outcomes. For farmers succession comes with conflicting needs like leaving a viable farm behind
for the next generation, treat all of the children fairly and provide for themselves (Wheeler, et
al., 2012). Often succession is pushed by critical events such as death, illness or marriage what
forces action on the topic of succession. In this research taking over the farm is mostly defined as
being able to make the decisions on the farm (Wheeler, et al., 2012). Nevertheless, not every
farmer in this research made such a strict distinction when deciding on succession
arrangements.
Appointing a successor is a crucial part of succession (Hicks, et al., 2012) and raises
multiple questions: does the farmer have identified a successor? Does this differ among farmers?
What characteristics does the proposed successor have? What qualifications should they have?
(Hicks, et al., 2012). A successor will ensure the maintenance of the farm and ensures the
continuity of production in terms of quality or quantity (Ngeywo, et al., 2014). The research will
identify the access of the successor on the theory of access (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). Hereby,
access is defined as ‘ability to benefit from things including material objects, persons,
institutions and symbols’ (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). The concept of access is important in the
succession story because the current farmer has the control over the land and can give access to
the land by handing over the land to the successor. This means that giving access is not only
handing over a resource but it also constructs bundles of power embedded in a wider range of
social relationships (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). Access remains an empirical focus on the issue of
who does (and who doesn’t) get to use what, in what ways, and when (that is, in what
circumstances) (Neale by Ribot and Peluso, 2003). Ribot and Peluso (2003) describe different
mechanisms of access which are based on two categories: rights-based access and structural and
relational access mechanisms. The research will use the structural and relational access
mechanisms to analyse the constantly changing access relations amongst the cocoa farmers.
Reciprocity is a returning theme in descriptions of family relationships in West-Africa
(Tsai & Dzorgbo, 2012). Also in Ghana, this is a returning pattern within families. Parentschildren relations in Ghana are characterized by this reciprocity: it’s a process of negotiation
where children fullfil duties and parents fulfil rights of their children (Twum-Danso, 2007).
Reciprocity is reinforced in a family through obligation and behaviour linked to support and
economic adancement (Janjuha-Jivraj & Spence, 2009). Therefore, reciprocity is a critical
component influencing behaviour in family businesses and succession in particular (JanjuhaJivraj & Spence, 2009). Trust is inseperable connected to this principle of reciprocity. The classic
English notion of trust is “a firm belief in the reliability, truth or strength of a person; a confident
expectation; and a reliance on the truth of a statement without examination” (Lyon, 2000, p.
664). However, in the Twi language (which is used by most farmers in the research) trust can be
translated as ‘gyedi’, what means confidence, knowledge of a person’ ability, belief and faith
(Lyon, 2000). Trust can come from generalized norms of morality and more personalized
sources embedded in social networks (Lyon, 2000). Trust can be linked to minimizing risks so it
does explicitly plays a role in situations with imperfect information and a lack of legal
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mechanisms (Davis by Lyon, 2000). Therefore, trust is important in succession arrangements on
the cocoa farm in Ghana because there is a lack of a legal mechanism and decisions need to be
made with imperfect information.

To fulfil the aim of the research, several questions need to be answered. The first research
question goes into the current cocoa landscape in Ghana. The second question will go into what
contributed to the ‘choice’ to become a cocoa farmer. The third research question will answer
the conditions set within a family for the succession arrangements. The last research question
will describe how a successor gets access to the cocoa farm. All the research questions
contribute to answer the main research question.

Why do current succession arrangements limit the inclusion of the youth in the cocoa
sector of Ghana?
RQ 1) What are the constraints of the political-economic situation of the cocoa sector
in Ghana?
RQ 2) How did the current cocoa farmers become farmers?
RQ 3) What conditions within the family shape the succession arrangements for the
cocoa farmers?
RQ 4) How does the farmer pick a successor?

The data gathered for this fieldwork was based on 4 months’ fieldwork in Ghana. The research
was part of an internship for IITA. The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) is a
non-profit agricultural research-for-development (R4D) organization and a member of the
CGIAR Consortium. The research was part of Cocoa-Eco project which was part of the Humid
Tropics project where Wageningen UR also contributes to. The research on succession
arrangements was part of a more comprehensive project in collaboration with CRIG and
University of Ghana.
Sander Muilerman was coordinator of the Cocoa-Eco project as well as my supervisor
within IITA. Together we worked on a toolbox for opportunities to include youth in the cocoa
sector. This asked for a cooperation with several organizations and academics in the field of
cocoa: SNV, Kuapa Kokoo and several academics from the University of Ghana (Legon). The
toolbox was meant to finalize practical ideas for further development of youth involvement in
the cocoa sector. During the development of the toolbox, insight was provided on the
developments in the field of cocoa in Ghana and this was a starting point for the research.

The interviews were conducted in the area of Tano in the Atwima district in the Ashanti Region
in Ghana. This is the leading cocoa production area in the Ashanti region (Van Roekel, 2016). The
main place of staying was Anansu which is surrounded by other communities visited. In the area,
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there are about 2000 farmers and the average farm size is 1.2 ha. The total annual production in
the district is around 5000 ton of cocoa. Cocoa is a crop what grows on trees and is
predominantly rain-fed. It takes 3 to 5 years for a cocoa tree to fully grow, carry pods and yield.
If farmers take care of their cocoa well, they can harvest cocoa twice a year. The main cropping
season in the country is from August to January and the minor season from April to June (Van
Roekel, 2016). Harvesting is very labour intensive; farmers need to carefully cut the pods from
the tree to prevent damaging the tree. Pods need to be cut open, beans need to be taken out and
after the pulp and seeds are removed, the beans are put together to ferment. When the beans are
fermented, they need to be dried on mats to reduce the moist content (Broere & van der Kooij,
2016) (Van Roekel, 2016).
The field visits were organised with the help of Agro Eco-Louis Bolk Institute, an
organisation who works with cocoa farmers as well. They have field officers and administrators
on the ground to monitor and support their projects. The field officers could mobilize farmers
for interviews and were also a resource of knowledge about farming life itself. In total 52
interviews were held together with a translator (see ‘Interviews’ for further explanation). There
were different forms of land tenure within the area of the research. The abunu system is a type
of sharecropping agreement where the landowner and another farmer split the land. Harvest of
the cocoa plantation is shared between the abunu farmer and the landlord during the agreement
ranging from 5 to 10 years. At the end of the contract the plot will be split between the abunu
and landlord (Van Roekel, 2016). Secondly there is the abusa sharecropping system where
farmers take care of the land from landowners. The caretakers and the landowners split the
harvest. Intertwined with these two is the system of a family plot. A family plot means that the
plot belongs to the family and is not assigned to one person specifically. These plots are usually
controlled by the head of the household but cultivated by other family members (Van Roekel,
2016).

Participatory observation was firstly used as an exploratory tool in the beginning phase of the
research. Cocoa production was a new field of study for the researcher so this had to be deeply
explored before starting the research. Discussions with cocoa experts, conversations with
colleagues from IITA but also informal conversations with people from within the network of
IITA were all used for observation. This participatory observation was the basis to get a hold on
the current challenges in the cocoa sector in Ghana. These insights were used for the toolbox of
the toolbox on inclusion of youth in the cocoa sector and used as a foundation for the first
chapter in this research.
Secondly, participatory observation continued during the actual fieldwork in the
communities surrounding Anansu. Being part of the village life in Anansu was valuable to get
insight in the life of cocoa farmers and explained much about the circumstances of being a cocoa
farmer in Ghana. Besides interviews, ‘hanging around’ was a major source of insight for the
research (Bernard, 2011). By hanging around, one builds trust or rapport (Bernard, 2011). This
may seem unsound but participatory observation is a strategic tool and it depends on how you
treat the information. Confidential information was treated carefully. Participatory observation
gave the researcher the chance to experience the life of the cocoa farmers what enhanced the
research by being able to ask questions and make observations where farmers could relate to.
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Interviews aimed to get a hold of feelings, visions and/or attitudes (Grey, 2006). Succession
arrangements turned out to be a sensitive topic and had to be treated carefully. The conducted
interviews were focused and semi-structured; the different topics were written down but
direction of the interview was also depending on the responses of the interviewee. The
interviews were focused because the research was building up to get to know more about
succession arrangements. The interviews were conducted with the help from a translator. Most
cocoa farmers speak barely English and fluently Twi, therefore a translator was asked to help
with the interviews.
The first round of interviews, consisting of 22 exploratory interviews with farmers,
explored the different topics and the reactions on the questions. Furthermore, cocoa farmers
were rather an unknown group for the researcher so therefore some interaction with farmers
was preferred. The translator, who was the administrator of the Agro-Eco project, also lived in
the community and knew a lot of farmers. Interviews were conducted two rounds in the village,
early in the morning (around 06:00) and later in the afternoon (16:00). Farmers often left
between 06:00 and 07:00 in the morning to the farm, to return to the village around
15:00/16:00. The first round of interviews provided insight for the second (deepening round) of
30 interviews. Again, the interviews were focused but now in a more structured interview:
questions addressed succession and farmers’ vision on the future of the farm. In total 52
interviews were conducted.









During the fieldwork, there was a switch between translators. In the first round of
interviews the translator was someone from the village, who is also the administrator for
Agro-Eco. Although he started enthusiastic with his task, this later changed into
reluctance. Luckily Agro-Eco provided another translator, who was very eager and
experienced in doing research with cocoa farmers. With the improvement of the
research in mind, the decision was made to switch translators. In the end the research
also benefitted from the switch because the first translator was quite known in the
village. As information was sensitive and confidential, it seemed better to work with
someone unknown to the farmers.
Most of the interviewed farmers were not randomly picked but were mobilized by a field
officer from Agro-Eco. The research aimed to illustrate the different issues concerning
succession on the cocoa farm and not give a quantitative analysis. The method used was
still appropriate because it illustrates the vision of different cocoa farmers on succession.
The language barrier was evident in the interviews. Working with a translator can be
challenging even when a collaboration proceeds smoothly. Most basic English notions
like ownership, property and tenure do not translate neatly to most African languages
and also do not reflect rural African ways of thinking about land (Shipton & Goheen,
1992). This means that using the English language within the research neglects certain
aspects about land and succession in the Ghanaian context. This should be taken into
account when reading the research because there might be hidden notions and lost
meanings behind the findings in the research.
The research focusing on the individual (the cocoa farmer) and succession. However,
interviewing significant others would have been valuable as well to collect other
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interpretations on succession. For this research the choice was made to focus on the
cocoa farmers themselves due to practical constraints.
The topic of succession was quite sensitive (see Chapter four) because people might feel
they are ‘tempting faith’ by talking about death and their will ‘discussing your will is
writing a death sentence’ (Personal conversations, 2015). Therefore, interviewees were
isolated during the interviews and there was a focus on the future of the children/farm.
This was more comfortable for the farmers and would build up to the topic of succession
arrangements.

The chapters in the research are based on the different research questions. The first chapter digs
into the political-economic landscape of cocoa in Ghana. The second chapter goes into the
current cocoa farmers and how they became cocoa farmers. The third chapter described the
different conditions which are set for succession arrangements of the cocoa farmers. The last
chapter provides insight in how a farmer picks a successor for the cocoa farm. The discussion
will answer the main question and contributes to the debate of the inclusion of youth in the
cocoa sector of Ghana. The discussion actively summarizes and elaborates on the appearing
complexities presented in the research.
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Although Ghana and cocoa can be said in one breath, cocoa has only been introduced for about
100 years. This chapter will give an overview of the latest developments in the cocoa sector of
Ghana. Recently agriculture has made a comeback on the agenda of policymakers, donors and
governments after two decades of underemphasizing its importance in government
expenditures and the volume of development assistance (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). The comeback
of agriculture as an aspect of development does also contribute to the fact that in the argic sector
a large number of people is employed, mainly in rural areas where poverty is persuasive.
Agriculture contains a large contribution to the GDP as well as a large weight food assumes in
the consumer basket. The new agenda for agriculture tries to encourage the share of agroindustry in the economy so that agriculture can be a foundation for the economic growth and
industrialisation of a country (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). Also in Ghana, agriculture is important
with 39% of the GDP and most of the foreign exchange in the agricultural sector is earned from
cocoa exports. Besides, 81% of the population is living in rural areas and more than 60% of the
population is employed in the agricultural sector (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013). However,
Ghana’s agriculture sector is estimated to be operating only at 20% of its potential. The high
population growth rate and the low average growth in agricultural production contribute to this
by putting pressure on natural resources (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013).
* ‘State of the cocoa’ refers to the annual ‘state of the nation’ where the President of Ghana addresses
yearly its accomplishments and his plans for the future of Ghana

Since its introduction at the end of the 19th century, cocoa has dominated the agricultural sector
and Ghana’s economy (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). Cocoa has been perceived throughout the years as
a financial resource for national development. The revenue on cocoa financed expansions in
physical infrastructure and social services during the colonial and post-independence
government (NDPC, 2005 by Anyidoho, et al., 2012). The first cocoa farm was started by Tetteh
Quarshie in 1890 and consisted of a farm with over 300 healthy and productive trees. People of
Gold Coast’ (former Ghana) took up the cocoa production because the crop had several
advantages: quickly ready to yield, easy to plant and grow, demanded relatively less labour than
alternatives and was very suitable for the forest country (Leiter & Harding, 2004). Cocoa
farming spread in southern Ghana after the 1890’s and more future-farmers sought access to
suitable uncultivated forest land (Leiter & Harding, 2004). The cocoa farmers could mobilise
labour by (extended) family and migrant labour. Migrants were often organised on a yearly basis
and the youth came often from extended family open for new farming areas (Amanor, 2006). In
the short-run this stimulated the expansion for small holder cocoa farmers who dominated the
sector of Ghana since (Leiter & Harding, 2004).
Cocoa production in Ghana did not maintain an upward trajectory. The system of going
into virgin forest worked well until the frontier of cocoa declined. The allocation of land became
limited and by the late 1970’s when all the land was given out and in use. This also influenced
the nature of production and involvement of family members (Amanor, 2010). Family members
could no longer be guaranteed of access to land and therefore, close kin began to compete for
land. Generational conflicts over land and labour became more evident and the youth began to
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abandon work on family farms because their futures in farming were not secure anymore
(Amanor, 2006). Nowadays the cocoa sector is characterized by low production, small plots,
ageing farmers and even older trees (Broere & van der Kooij, 2016). Most farming takes place on
small family-owned farms with a size of 2 till 3 hectares and there is little mechanization
(Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013). The low yields in Ghana has several reasons like the old age of
cocoa trees, the presence of pests and diseases, use of old farming techniques and the low
investments into cocoa farming (Asante-Poku & Angelucci, 2013). The low yield has been a
discussed topic among researchers, decision makers and experts in the field (Observations,
2015). The next section will illustrate the current state of cocoa in Ghana based on participatory
observation.

A characterizing (and influential) factor in the current landscape of Ghana is the smallholder
domination. The cocoa production in Ghana is based for 90% on smallholder farmers and
around 700.000 households are growing cocoa (Asante-Poku & Angelucci, 2013). Most cocoa
farms are family farms and this can be linked to the nature of production in cocoa. In expanding
times of cocoa, most farmers got labour via the extended family and migrants. The smallholder
domination combined with family involvement does provide a foundation for the cocoa sector in
Ghana. This domination of small holders is barely questioned in literature on cocoa in Ghana.
There are different explanations for the smallholder domination but the most obvious reason is
the extent to what extent a cocoa farm is manageable. The larger a cocoa farm is, the harder it is
to manage as a farmer, especially because cocoa farming is so labour intensive (Personal
conversations, 2015).
So the previous system of cocoa farmers looking for uncultivated land is over; all the
land is given out already. The current cocoa farmers therefore cannot fall back on growing in
quantity – there is simply no extra land to cultivate anymore. This pushes the farmers into
another approach which is more based on focusing on making the land more productive rather
than more land. Before the assumption of the farmers was ‘the more land is the better’ (personal
conversations, 2015). Nowadays the focus in the cocoa sector was forced to move away
expansion to intensification to boost the production of cocoa beans (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015).
Interestingly enough, a focus on intensification instead of expansion is a whole new mind-set for
the cocoa farmers (Wilke & Muilerman, 2016). This will also influence the next generation of
cocoa farmers because they will need to work with the available land.

The government of Ghana has always been actively involved in the development of the cocoa
sector (Ton, et al., 2008). Ghana is the only cocoa producing country which has a controlled
marketing system: external marketing is controlled by the state owned Cocoa Marketing Board
(Cocoaboard). This organisation was formed in 1947 and was used by the British Ministry of
Food as a channel. Nowadays there are about 26 licensed buying companies (LBCs) buying cocoa
from farmers at the village level. They sell to Cocoabaord, who is the sole exporter of cocoa in
Ghana (Asante-Poku & Angelucci, 2013) (Van Roekel, 2016). The Cocoaboard sets yearly
producer prices in the advance of the harvest season. The Ghanaian government fixes the
producer price in response to the world market prices (Asante-Poku & Angelucci, 2013). So
through the Cocoaboard, the government stays in control over the cocoa exports and yields. The
current system in Ghana can be best described as an alliance between international buyers and
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the government, sharing an interest in maintaining the current system (Ton, et al., 2008).
Another function of the Cocoaboard is that they ensure the quality of the cocoa beans.
The current system guarantees a consistent supply of premium quality beans (Fold by Ton, et al,.
2008). Ghana is known for the high quality of cocoa and Cocoboard tries to protect this status.
While being in the field with Kuapa Kokoo (a farmers’ organization), we ran into the prescence
of Cocoboard. The cocoa from the farmers organization was stored in a warehouse where about
200 bags could fit (Observations, 2015). These metal roofed sheds are the place where the cocoa
beans are gathered from the producing areas and examined for quality (Asante-Poku &
Angelucci, 2013). The system in Ghana ensures a certain degree of tracabillity by marking the
cocoa sacks with their official grading and sealing by the Quality Control Division. Some state
that the cocoa value chain is more costly due to the involving quality control by Cocoaboard
(Asante-Poku & Angelucci, 2013).

Fiche : an interaction with Cocoaboard
During the field visit with Kuapa Kokoo, we also visited the depot of Kuapa Kokoo in the community of Agona. In this
depot, the cocoa beans are stored. The bags come from the community to this depot and they are tested on their quality
here. There were many people there, all measuring different things: the moist, the quantity of cocoa beans in the bags,
the weight of the sacks etc. Every sack gets marked with a code so one can see from which community, what farmers’
organization, which LBC and what employee of Cocoaboard examined the beans.
The employee from Cocoaboard insisted of showing me the process of testing the beans, even though he was just about
to take a break. The employee from Cocoaboard took his time to explain all steps in the process, his movements were
very solemnly. He first took 3 hands of cocoa beans and measured the different portions one by one. The beans were put
separate on the table. He noted the weight of the cocoa beans (92/91/91) on the table with chalk. Later he put all the
beans together and separated the big beans from the smaller beans. He explains that if there are more small beans than
big beans, they will reject the cocoa beans. He puts half of the amount of the beans in a sack and shakes very well. Then
he cuts the beans in two and shows the middle of the bean to see whether the beans are not too dry or too moist.
The Cocoaboard employee explains that this is something “we don’t joke about” and he states that “this is why Ghana is
number 1 in quality”. After the beans are examined and tested, the cocoa goes to the Tema port (the harbour of the
capital, Accra). All the different sacks filled with cocoa are getting a label so they will know that this specific employee
tested them, which community the cocoa comes from and from which LBC. The beans are once more tested in the port of
Tema.
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Photo 2: interaction with Cocoaboard in Agona.

The meeting with Quality Control shows just one aspect of Cocoaboard in the whole value chain
– the influence of Ghanaian government in the sector is huge. This makes one wonder about the
consequences: there has always been a tension between the state support for cocoa and the
unwillingness (or inability?) of the state to provide conditions for the cocoa production to grow
(Leiter & Harding, 2004). Cocoaboard is also known for its unpredictability and its
inconsistency. Farmers also point this out in interviews (Interviews, 2015). Policies made by
Cocoaboard might be not applicable in the next year what makes it hard to rely on the
organisation. The clarity and unpredictability of the different policies do increase the insecurity
of the farmers (Wilke & Muilerman, 2016). The only thing the farmers are sure of is Cocoaboard
as the potential buyer. This guarantee motivates farmers to stay in cocoa compared to other
crops (Interviews, 2015).

Another characterizing feature of cocoa farming in Ghana is the age of the cocoa farmers.
Although there is a lack of current and accurate demographic statistics, there is evidence that the
majority of Ghanaian famers are over 50 years (Anyidoho, et al., 2012) (Paulos, 2015) (Van
Roekel, 2016). Cocoa is perceived as an ‘old men’s crop’ and perceived as funding for their
pension (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). The farmers hold on to their lands as long as possible
because this will secure them for their old days. However, this makes it also difficult for the new
generation of cocoa farmers to come in. The youth often decides to look for alternatives, what
leaves an ageing and uneducated rural population behind (e.g. MoFa by Anyidoho, et al., 2012).
Cocoa farmers are generally older, nevertheless the practice of farming is very labourintensive. A cocoa farm requires physical strength for the core activities like land preparation,
maintenance, weeding, fertilizer application, crop protection spraying, post-harvest
management and transportation from the farm gate to the point of sales (Paulos, 2015). Due to
the older age of farmers, they do not maintain the farm in optimal state (Observations, 2015).
Therefore, the yield of the cocoa farms decreases and the cocoa farmers are prone to poor
harvests. One way seen in the field of cocoa in Ghana is the mobilization of youth teams (Wilke &
Muilerman, 2016). This is an upcoming idea in the cocoa sector: youth teams travel from farm to
farm to support the current cocoa farmer in his practices. Cocoa includes many labour-intensive
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activities like: crop protection spraying, maintenance, farm sanitation, fertilizer application and
post-harvest management (Paulos, 2015). This idea of the youth team supplements the
incapability of the ageing farmers and provides job opportunities for the youth.

Discussing cocoa as an ‘old men’s crop’, brings us automatically to the position of the youth in
cocoa. Currently there is a lot of debate about youth involvement in agriculture, in the academic
literature as well as in the field of cocoa in Ghana (Observations, 2015). The common ground in
the discussion is that the youth is pivotal for in Ghana to sustain the practice of farming. New
farmers need to sign up (Adedugbe, 2013). Most interesting is the contrast described in the
literature: is the youth unable or unwilling to enter the field of cocoa?
On the one hand, there is the sound of the youth who is unwilling to seriously
considering a career in agriculture. The youth perceives a job in the agricultural sector as a job
for the elderly, poor and illiterate (Adedugbe, 2013). The youth describes cocoa farming as
unattractive and unrewarding, only one out of ten children of cocoa farm owner would like to
take up cocoa farming (Paulos, 2015, p. 3). Another research was conducted in the communities
of Wasa Japa and Abroma about the push and pull factors of the youth (Wagner, et al., 2015). The
main reasons mentioned by the youth were the tedious nature of the work and the investments
which are needed to set up a successful cocoa farm (‘no quick money’). The tedious nature is
mentioned because cocoa is a very labour intensive crop. Interesting is the perception that it’s
‘no quick money’, meaning that cocoa asks for investments which the youth is not willing to do.
This connects to the upcoming business of mining, where many (also cocoa) land is sold to use
for (illegal) mining practices. Selling the land for mining creates immediately money for the
seller of the land and is therefore very attractive for the youth. This can be an incentive to not go
into cocoa but get ‘quick money’ out of the mining (Wagner, et al., 2015).
On the other hand, there is the argument that the youth wants to enter the field cocoa
but is unable to get access. Naamwintome & Bagson (2013) reveal that the youth moves away
from farming due to the limited control of resources by the youth. The youth does see potential
in the ownership of a farm farming (Anyidoho, et al., 2012) (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013).
Cocoa farming could make them look succesful and a cocoa farm is a prestige commodity
(Wagner, et al., 2015). Besides, farm ownership is seen as an investment what will accumlate
capital in the end. This shows that young people perceive the value of cocoa in the same way as
their parents, what suggest that there might not be a big difference between the current cocoa
farmers and the next generations (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). This provides an interesting angle in
the debate of youth in cocoa. Although there is a common ground in the value of cocoa, there are
often generational differences in the perspective on how to run a cocoa farm (Ohene Marfo, et
al., 2015). Young people often see farming as a business venture which does not demand fulltime or physical involvement (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). One of the tools developed focused on
how the current and future cocoa farmers could be inspired to see their farm as a business
instead (Wilke & Muilerman, 2016).

Combining the current developments of old farmers and the debate on youth in cocoa, brings us
to the concept of intergenerational farming. The initial proposal for this research was based on
the concept of ‘intergenerational farming’. Intergenerational farming is a concept which is still
quite undefined in literature (Quan, 2007) (White, 2012) (Naamwintome & Bagson, 2013)
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(Errington, 2002) (Anyidoho, et al., 2012). The initial research was looking for two generations
who work together on the farm and make decisions together. However, it showed quickly that
the practice of intergenerational farming is still a rarely seen phenomenon in Ghana. Farmers
who work together with their children are still in charge of the farm: there is no equal
ownership between the farmers and their children (Observations, 2015). Nevertheless,
intergenerational farming arrangements can be a solution for an ageing farming population,
conservative farming practices and the decreasing availability of land (Ohene Marfo, et al.,
2015).
Why is intergenerational farming not an option in the mind of the cocoa farmers in
Ghana? Firstly, much of the land on which cocoa is farmed belongs to families and not
individuals. This makes it risky to invest in the farm as the family might take back the land when
the recognized caretaker passes (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). Secondly, there are often not many
discussions amongst family members about inheritance and when they are done, they may not
be timed in such a way that it’s before the children make firm decisions about their future
occupations (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). Lastly, there is often mistrust within the families what
makes the barrier even bigger to discuss the future arrangements. Gerontocracy is very evident
in Ghana, what suggests that the older person is higher in ‘rank’. A younger person needs to be
respectful towards the elderly, what can make it difficult to share your thoughts and opinions
(Richards by White, 2012) (Twum-Danso, 2007).
One of the tools in the toolbox that addresses the challenge of intergenerational farming
(Wilke & Muilerman, 2016) is the ‘intergenerational dialogue’ and aims to go beyond the current
limitations of succession planning (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). The intergenerational dialogue
first addresses the succession planning on a community level. By introducing the topic firstly at a
community level, it makes the topic less confronting for the families. The second step is to take
the conversation to a family level with a third-party present. Farmers are open for ‘outsiders’,
especially the ones representing the cocoa companies or the corporative and this encourages an
open conversation (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). The core of the conversation is focused on finding
the common ground: there is identified that both parents and their children want to take good
care of their ‘legacy’. The common ground forms a starting point for the conversation within
families and will encourage families to arrange their legacy (Wilke & Muilerman, 2016).
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To understand the story for the next generation, one needs to look into the lives of the current
cocoa farmers to be able to understand their choices for the future. This part of the research
describes how the current cocoa farmers became the farmers they are today. While conducting
the interviews with the different farmers, similarities and differences popped up. To illustrate
the different aspects of how the cocoa farmers started their farming profession, one farmer is
presented in case study form. Benjamin his story underscores important aspects of being a cocoa
farmer and provides insight in the lives of cocoa farmers in Ghana.

Cast Study: Farmer Benjamin
Benjamin is 51 years and moved to Anansu in 1964. He has been living here for 40 years now. His family moved to this
place because his father wanted to farm here. He is married with 1 wife and has 4 children. The last born is 20 now. He
himself is from a family with 8 children and he is the 5th born. He has one plot from the grandfather, one from the father
and one land from abunu.
His parents were cocoa farmers and they have been in cocoa farming for a very long time. They came to Anansu, got
some land here and started cocoa farming. When we ask him about the first time when he was on the farm, he laughs.
It’s something he cannot remember, that’s how long ago it was. The dad taught him how to do cocoa farming. He kept
on working on the land of the father.
Asking him why he is the only child here (in Anansu and a farmer) he reacts a bit offended. His education didn’t allow
him; the others went to school. His siblings went to school but not all the children were able to further their education
to a higher level. He was the only one who could not continue his education. He decided to stay and because he loved
cocoa, he decided to become a farmer one day. He was the only one who stayed with the father, the rest went to the city
to look for jobs and it was obvious, if the dad was not around he was the one to succeed him.
Later, when his father passed away, he got control over the land of this father. He was the one interested in cocoa
farming that’s why he is the one taking care of it. It was a decision by all the siblings, they sat down together and
decided he was going to be the caretaker of the land. His siblings also got a part of the land but he is controlling the
land. He gets some money from them, it’s not enough because after taking care of everything else there is not much
money left. He thinks he will continue to work on the land alone, the rest is in Accra. “They will not come here, some of
them are bank managers. And as a bank manager, will they come here? You see, he is controlling the land”, does my
translator and friend of Benjamin explain. There is no need for Benjamin to go to Accra, there is no work for him to do.
Therefore, Benjamin is taking up the farm work and he takes it very seriously.

Benjamin got access to the land by the example his father set for him: his dad taught him how to
farm. This is something which was emphasized by most of the cocoa farmers (Interviews, 2015).
Often the parents set an example by already being involved in farming. “He used to follow the
dad. The mom and the dad were already cocoa farmers and they taught him how to farm” (Farmer
4). Another farmer explains how his father inspired him to go into farming: “He used to stay with
the dad, the dad was a farmer. He used to learn it from him. He goes to school and in the vacation,
he does farming. He got interested in farming. As for school, most people go to school but if
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everybody is supposed to go to school and work, who will bring the food? He thinks that some are
destined to be farmers so they can produce food for people to eat” (Farmer 8). Another way of
family relations involved can be husband and wife relations, “her husband was a farmer. If you
marry a farmer, by all means you have to become a farmer” (Farmer Deborah). In some cases, the
relation with the spouse can even be stronger than what the family had in mind. “So the mom
and the dad had plans for her. They gave her money to start trade after school. So, after school, she
started sewing dresses. The husband was a farmer so when they got married, there was no other
option than join the husband on the farm.” (Farmer 3). An example was set by a family member
(mostly parents), what confirms the observation that cocoa farming is still a family centredpractice. The land of the cocoa farmers is transferred from the family to the next generation so
family members play a key role in the transfer of cocoa farms.

When interviewing Benjamin, it seems like the history of the farm has some painful sides too
(Observations, 2015). Benjamin explained that most of his siblings had the opportunity to
further in school, where he was the one who could not further his education. The story of
Benjamin presents a significant aspect of the story of many cocoa farmers. “The mom took him to
school and it got to a point they weren’t ready to further him so he decided to be a farmer. He
discussed it with them and they accepted it” (Farmer 11). Most of the cocoa farmers barely got
any education and the lack of education pointed them in the direction of farming. “He became a
farmer because he did not continue his education, that’s why he went into farming” (Farmer
Mensah). Farming is an occupation which can be done without much educational knowledge.
“She became a farmer because her background of education, she did not learn and she also did not
learn a craft. Therefore, she became a farmer” (Farmer Akosua). The above quotes already
suggest, sometimes the ‘choice’ to become a farmer wasn’t so voluntarily. The motivation was
often an enumeration of several factors who forced the to-be-farmers in a certain direction. Take
for example Akosia, who illustrates the situation at the time: “once she was born in the
community, there is no work to be done besides the farming work …. Her father was a farmer and
her mother was a farmer. Due to the lack of education, she had to become a farmer too” (Farmer
Akosia).
The lack of education does not only influence the farmers negatively but can also
empower the farmers. Most of the farmers did not school higher up and therefore, miss a source
to take care of themselves. “He wanted to go to school but the dad didn’t have the money to take
him. He stayed with the dad and asked him to give him a portion of the land so he could cultivate
and stay with him for long. The dad agreed and gave him a portion to cultivate” (Farmer Daniel).
Parents are socially obliged to provide their unschooled children with a piece of land so they can
take of themselves. This gives the children the legitimation to ask for land to take care of
themselves: “they went to the grandmother and told her that her education is very low, so give me
a land to cultivate” (Farmer Akosia). Although the explanation of the farmer is not too nuanced
as it probably went (asking something from an elder person requires a degree of respect and
patience), it shows how the lack of education gives the farmers a valid reason to ask for the land
from their family.

Another influencing factor is location in becoming a cocoa farmer. Benjamin stayed in the village
and worked on the land with his father. This made Benjamin very close to the dad what resulted
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in succeeding the father. The story of Benjamin illustrates that on the one hand, the position
(location) within the family has an important role to play. Whether one is close to the family,
he/she will automatically be more involved in farming. This is also emphasized in the story of
other farmers: “Before the grandmother died, he stayed with her for long. He served her very well
and that time, there was no one else around. It was just him and the younger sister. So, she gave
him the land and gave the younger sister a smaller portion” (Farmer Kojo). The more effort the
farmer-to-be putted in the relation, the better the access to the land. “He is being with the father
for a very long time. He is the one taking care of him and the farm as well. So, when he died, they all
knew he was the one taking over and work on it … The dad got separated from the woman he was
at that time. He was the one taking care of the dad and cooking for him” (Farmer Sarkodie). On the
other hand, location is also influencing by being close to the farm. “He lived here for a very long
time with the mom and the dad. They passed away and all the other siblings are in the city. They
are in Accra or in Kumasi. He decided he stayed here and would do farming” (Farmer 3). Being
physically close to the farm does also influence the choice of a successor. “The reason why her
uncle gave her the land, she used to visit him a lot and she stayed here [in the village] with him. So,
he decided to give her land so she can farm” (Farmer 1).
All the quotes from the interviews emphasize the importance of ‘location’: the physical
location of living in the village with your family and being connected to the family (members).
This relates to the nature of cocoa farming, it is a location-bounding practice. This locationbound aspect is illustrated by farmers; the cocoa farm was used by their parents to keep them
close to home. Take for example farmer Kojo, he got some land from his mom so he would not
travel again (Interviews, 2015). Another farmer explains how he came back from Nigeria and his
parents didn’t allow him to go again: “He travelled and when he got back, the dad didn’t want him
to go back again so he decided to give him the land and the mom did the same thing” (Farmer 7).
This shows that location is a determining aspect of cocoa farming.

Cocoa farmers see their practice as an investment and hard work (Interviews, 2015). The
beginning of a cocoa farm is always a crucial part. In the first few years there is not much profit
to gain for the cocoa farmers. “With the challenges, when you are starting it’s difficult but not
when you have started and able to master things” (Farmer Kennedy). The farmers know that a
cocoa farm is a long-term investment and that, after the beginning, they can get a stable income:
“If you are able to get some money, at least from 5 years on you are sure of getting huge profit”
(Farmer 3). Until then, family plays a major role in the life of cocoa farmers. “When she was
starting, it was kind of difficult. Because she wasn’t getting anything from it [off the farm]. So
sometimes what to eat was difficult, the money to buy something difficult and she had to depend on
the mom and the dad for some time” (Farmer 4). Therefore, cocoa is perceived as a long-term
investment by farmers leading to their pension. “I always advise them [the children], ‘don’t put
your mind on my cocoa farm’. Its only for me and my wife and our future chop money” (Farmer 12).
‘Future chop money’ literally means future money what will be used to care for oneself, a
pension for the cocoa farmer. The observations and quotes from the field confirm the academic
literature, why most cocoa farmers are old. A cocoa farmer needs to do a lot of investment in the
beginning and therefore it’s less likely he/she will give up their investment by transferring the
cocoa land soon. Especially when your investments guarantee and protect your ‘future chop
money’.
Cocoa farming is not only an investment in the case of money, it’s also demands some
physical effort. “It depends on your money and strength, the kind of effort you put in working on
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the farm. If you’re not feeling well and you don’t have money to hire labour, you definitely loose
much” (Farmer Sarkodie). Farmers keep emphasizing the character of the farming work which is
tedious in their eyes. “Weeding, farming is tedious work. It involves much strength. So, if you don’t
have the strength to weed and work on the farm, it’s very difficult” (Farmer Ama). Being a cocoa
farmer requires strength and determination. “A challenge is weeding. If you are able to work very
hard on it, if you are able to weed and you will also get more yield and you are able to get a higher
income” (Farmer 4). However, the cocoa farm also provides benefits for the farmers. The main
benefit mentioned by cocoa farmers is that they can get their kids into school and care in other
ways for their family (Interviews, 2015). Besides, many farmers also cultivate food staples what
makes them self-sufficient and gives them independence: “the farm is of great importance to him,
he takes care of his kids in school, and thus [because of having a farm], he doesn’t buy food. The
foodstuffs on the farm of which he is able to feed well” (Farmer Enoch). Contributing to this aspect
was a reference to legacy: “he says that some of the benefits that he has been able to get enough to
cater for the kids schooling. He has been able to build a house” (Farmer 5). The topic of legacy is
very much related to the benefits of having a cocoa farm, a connection which will be further
explored in the next chapter.
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This chapter will describe current succession arrangements and the most important factors for
future arrangements on the cocoa farm. However, succession is a topic which is not easily
discussed among the cocoa farmers: ide talking about your will is ‘like writing your death
sentence’ (Personal conversations, 2016). Succession is more than finding a successor, the
process comes with conflicting needs like leaving a viable farm behind for the next generation,
treat all of the children fairly and provide for themselves (Wheeler, et al., 2012). In Ghana
succession connects to respect for a person: it’s about being remembered or being forgotten. The
people who are forgotten did not leave anything behind what makes people think of them long
after they are gone: a farm, precious property, children in a high position or a house (Van der
Geest, 1998). Succession is perceived as your final achievement in life.
Inheritance is a range of different choices made by an individual to divide his/her
belongings (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014). In countries like Ghana, this choice is much more
comprehensive with series of claims involved from extended family and nuclear family. Ghana
makes an interesting case because there are different ethnic groups and different customary
norms for land inheritance (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014). Most farmers in the research area are
Akan and deal with the matrilineal history in succession. However, there was a change in the
succession patterns in 1985 when the government of Ghana adopted the Interstate Succession
Law. The Law implied that “for all groups a significant fraction of a man’s property should be
inherited by his own children” (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014, p. 2). This caused change for
matrilineal (mostly Akan) households because suddenly there was a broader set of choices
available. The law protects the members of the nuclear family who now have more right on the
man’s self-acquired property. “The law states that, after the house and household chattels are
devolved entirely to the spouse and children, the residue of a man’s interstate property has to be
distributed as follows: nine-sixteenth to children, three-sixteenth to surviving spouse, oneeighth to surviving parents and the remaining one-eight, in the case of the matrilineal Akan, to
the matrikin” (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014, p. 7). The Succession Law was introduced because there
was awareness about the tension the inheritance system caused between the nuclear and the
extended family (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014). Originally the inheritance of the man belonged to his
abusua, what means that spouses and children were not connected to this channel of enhancing
wealth for lineages (Duncan, 2010). The economic reforms the country was going through also
played its part. The Law was implemented 2 years after Ghana launched the Economic Recovery
Program in 1983. The new set of rights focused on the nuclear family was more in tone with the
market-oriented reforms launched as part of the adjustment program. Due to the introduction of
the law, there were suddenly more options for the family in their decision on their legacy. The
Law opened up the choices for succession in Ghana.
The Law also changed the situation in the villages, several farmers mentioned this
change during the interviews. Speaking with one of the elders (who is a cocoa farmer as well)
explained to us what the impact of this law was. “At first it was like that anytime you die and you
are no more, the family comes and takes everything. The children and the wife aside, they don’t give
them anything. But people have complained, it’s been a great topic. People have discussed and now
it’s no more. Your property tends to go to the wife and children. It’s a result of the fact that, you
work on the farm with your wife and children. At the end of the day, somebody comes and takes
everything. It’s a cheat. They complained and things changed. It’s better this way.” (Farmer
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Benjamin). Also the current chief in Anansu described the change in options due to the change in
law. “The arrangement has changed. What they are doing now is whenever you work for, it’s for
your wife and your children. No one comes and takes charge of it. So that is, the rule they are going
by. This wasn’t at first though. It changed over time, the government changed. There were some
initial laws that you nephew must succeed everything (Interview chief Djei, p. 82). The chief in
Anansu also pointed out why such a change was needed: “It changed because it wasn’t right
because it brought a lot of fight, dispute and envy. Because you don’t expect me to work on the farm
and then [family] comes to take it. It changed as a result of that” (Interview chief Djei, p.82). As
pointed out by the literature as well as the interviews in the villages, the Law opened decisions
on succession arrangements.
The choice on succession is made individually by the farmer (Observations, 2015). The
land-owners perceive their land as something which belongs (except in the case of family land)
to the farmer himself. Farmers often work alone or with the wife and hire labour (Interviews,
2015). Being the one working on the land, this also gives farmers the legitimacy to decide on
what will happen to the land. Farmers see the farm as their ‘own’, what makes the succession
arrangements also their ‘own’ (Interviews, 2015). Spouses are often informed about the decision
but don’t have a say in the specifics of the decision (Interviews, 2015). Contributing to this
individual nature is that succession is a family affair and not something which is discussed
within the community. Interviews with key figures in the community (elders, church leader and
chief) explained that it’s not a community affair. When asking a church leader whether they talk
about succession, the answer is very direct: “the church has no part to play … We are not all
family members at one place. If someone is taking some decisions, it’s not with the church who
takes the decisions for them” (Interview Seth). Also, the elders in the village also underscore this:
“it’s a family business, it’s not for the whole community. It’s just about your family” (Interview
Boateng). He even reacts surprised, “it’s a family issue, no way somebody gets a succession
problem and gets him to solve it. They solve it in their own families” (Interview Boateng). The chief
of the village underscores that he is not the one to solve the succession disputes (asking about
how to deal with the disputes if they occur): “So we don’t settle such disputes here. Either you
solve it in your family or you take it to the court to solve it for you” (Interview chief Djei, p. 82).
The succession decision is individually made by the farmer himself/herself and is not decided
nor discussed in the community. This gives us a first foundation for how to perceive succession
in the eyes of the cocoa farmers.

One of the most striking things in the interviews with the farmers was the almost unanimously
wish to put their kids into school. This shows similarity with the observations in Chapter 2, the
cocoa farmers aim to provide education for their kids. “Right now the lands are limited so he is
trying to push them all into school so they can get education” (Farmer Daniel). School is perceived
with great importance for the future of their kids: ‘He is really trying to take them to school. Make
sure they study in school so that they become what he has in mind. He is trying to educate them so
they can study hard. If they are able to put a little effort in what they are doing, it can really help
them to become great in the future” (Farmer Daniel). A case study is developed to provide more
insight in this aspect of succession. Farmer Sarkodie embodies the ‘education first’- attitude of
the farmers. It shows how determined he is to send them to school and to provide for them.
When the interview was almost fully conducted with Sarkodie, he suddenly mentioned that two
of his children were in university. What was remarkable about this moment was that he raised
this issue by himself, what points out how important he finds this. One could read from his body
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language that he was very proud about this (Observations, 2015). By his unasked comment, he
showed how important as well as proud he was about the educational achievements of his
children.

Case Study: Farmer Sarkodie,
When I ask Sarkodie why he is taking his children to school, he explains it with enthusiasm. ‘He is making sure,
he is making land and doing abunu to help the kids when he is no more.’ He explains that this is also the main
reason why he is taking them to school. ‘So they can learn and when he is no more, they can work in the city to
help themselves.’ The kids who aren’t in school are learning a trade. ‘He is taking them to the city to learn a
trade, what can also help’.
Sarkodie explained later that his dad didn’t allow him to go to school. ‘The dad thought that even if you go to
school, you would come back to the village to farm. So as a kid, he accepted it and he didn’t go to school. But as
he grew, he has seen that it’s a bad decision and he regrets it. He encourages his kids to get to school and learn.
He wants them to have something more than that, so he is taking them to school to gain more knowledge.’
When asking Samuel about his succession, he reveals the plan he has. ‘He thinks that there will be one person to
learn the cocoa farming. It would be very helpful because when he is not more, the person can take charge and
do the farming.’ He tells me that there is one child who is interested in the farming. When I ask him how he
notices that this one is interested, he explains that anytime they are going to the farm and he [Sarkodie] doesn’t
allow him to go. The boy cries, so he sees that he is very interested in the farming and the farm work. The boy is
10 years old now.
Sarkodie explains that he did not arrange his succession yet, he is still working on all those things. ‘When he is
done working on the land and he gets his part of the land, then he can document it and do all the arrangements.’
He wants to prevent any issues and disputes among family members so that’s why he makes everyone aware of
the plans. The children who have gone for school, he won’t give them a part of the cocoa because they have their
studies. He expects them to make good use of the study. For the children who didn’t go to school and who are
interested in the farm, he is going to share it for them. ‘For those who are going to school, they will definitely get
something but not much compared to the ones who didn’t go to school.
When I ask him about the future of the farm, he explains his vision to me: ‘With the farm, it will help them [the
children] a lot. Even as, he is young, he is putting much effort into it so in the near future they will still benefit
from it. The whole family will benefit and nobody will be poor’. Asking how he sees the role of the cocoa farm
for his kids, he shows me that ‘with the kids, those who are going to school are putting much effort into it. They
are learning and studying very hard to make it in the future. The ones learning a trade are also putting much
effort into it. They all contribute in their own way.’
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Sarkodie is not the only farmer who emphasizes the importance of school although he did not
profit from schooling himself. “For the kids, go to school: study, study, study. He doesn’t encourage
them to become cocoa farmers. Even for him, he wasn’t able to go to school, that’s why he became
interested in cocoa farming. He advises his children to go to school and study” (Farmer Benjamin).
Apparently, the need to provide for schooling is something which is unanimously mentioned by
the farmers – whether they did or did not enjoy education themselves. “The plans he has for them
is that he gathers enough money to take them to school. He wasn’t able to go to school so it’s very
important he makes it possible for them to also go” (Farmer 9). Education is perceived as the
main road towards a successful future. One of the farmers touches shortly on this change in
perception on education: “her parents weren’t so interested in school then but now they are very
interested in education in school, that’s why she is so particular about it. Change is inevitable, it
does happen every time. In those times, they weren’t very interested in school but now they are so
it’s like that, changes do happen” (Farmer 2). The change is also seen in the expenditures of the
cocoa farmers: spending money on school fees is one of the major expenditures for farmers in
the area of Anansu. “Households are willing to spend relatively large school fees on their child’s
education to avoid the lesser quality government schooling and create a better opportunity for a
better job in the future” (Van Roekel, 2016, p. 21). The change over time in the perception on
education influenced the expenditures and the succession arrangements of cocoa farmers.
So, education is perceived by the farmers as the key to success in life. “He is working
really hard to give them good education. So he is really working hard on the farm, the plan he has,
he pushes them into school so that they also have a good future’ (Farmer Kennedy). The farmers
perceive the education as a way out, the way out of the struggling life they experience: “He is
supporting them [his children] with the money he gets from the farm. He supports the children.
Education makes life easier because then you have more knowledge and things so you tend not to
suffer or don’t struggle in getting some things done in your life” (Farmer 6). Farmers see it as
necessary because they also observed there are no more lands for farming available anymore:
“Right now the lands are limited so he is trying to push them all into school. So they can get
education because lands are limited so there are no more lands to farm. He thinks school will help
them better so he is taking all of them to school” (Farmer Daniel). This refers to the change in a
system and the decreased frontier of virgin forests described by Amanor (2012, 2010, and
2006), Anyidoho, et al., (2012) and Ohene Marfo, et al., (2015). Another motivation for the
farmers to get their children education is because of the nature of the work of the farm. “Go to
school. That’s why he is working on the farm, to help them. He doesn’t want them to come back and
do farming, that’s why he is making sure he takes them to school. Farming is tedious work.”
(Farmer 2, p. 48). The motivation might differ per farmer but education is unanimously seen as
the main way to take care of your children.

Schooling is not the only thing which the farmers offer their children, the farm is also seen as an
asset which can provide too for the future of the children. “He is teaching them so that in case,
they are not able to continue their schooling or they lose interest in schooling, they can still do
farming” (Farmer Enoch). Farming is perceived as a back-up plan by the farmers. “He has plans
for them, he has arrangements. That’s why he has taken them to school and at the same time
teaching them a little of farming. So they can supplement each other, if this one doesn’t help, you
can fall on the other to help you” (Farmer 4). Farming is not seen equal to schooling but is serves
as a supplement on the expertise they develop in school. “He has a plan for them, those who he
thinks are very good in school, and he tries to push them to study on. He pays the fees. Those who
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are not good in school, he encourages them to go into farming (Farmer Kwame). The farmers see
the farming as a viable back-up plan. The farmers do want their kids to know where their parent
worked so hard on and how they got to that level in life: “she taught the children how to farm. She
says that it is what has helped her, if you don’t have anything to do why not learn how to farm”
(Farmer Efua).
Cocoa farmers see it as their duty to teach their children how to farm. “Cocoa farming it’s
more or less a back-up plan. Even if they go and work in some other firms and it doesn’t go on well
for them, they can work on the cocoa farm (Farmer 6). The farmers state that farming will always
be an option. This shows the assumption that the land will always be there for their family – it’s
something they can rely on. The farm will always be there for the children so as a parent, the
farmer needs to make sure the children know what to do with it. “You have to teach them how to
make a farm, you have to advise them. Keep them in the farming industry because if you are a
professor at the end of the day you come to the farming industry. It’s a big issue for everybody to
involve in the farm because if you are professor, you are a doctor and when you retire from your
job, you come to farming” … “It is my duty to advise my family, my children to involve in farming”
(Farmer 12). Farmers try to teach their children as much as they can to make them more
resilient.

At first sight going to school and working on the farm seem an incompatible combination.
However, a common ground can be found in the duty of providing for your children. “You see,
you have to leave something better for your children, this is very very very important issue. If you
don’t have anything left for your children, there will be a time where they become. You see in Africa,
there are plenty armed robberies, you remember? When you go to Kumasi or Accra or anywhere in
Ghana, you heard it in the news. There are arm robbery attacks due to this issue. They didn’t have
anything from their family” (Farmer 12). The farmer illustrates, with an extreme example
though, his duty to take care of his children – their families need to provide for them otherwise
they don’t have any choice than to find other options. “All these people come from the family, they
were given birth to by him so definitely have to make them feel like they belong, belong-ness … You
come from a family so you get something to benefit from” (Farmer 11). The family is described by
the farmers as a unit of security. “They took care of me so I should also give them something to
remember me before I leave this earth” (Farmer 5). The farmers feel the need to provide for their
children. The parents try to at least give their children some options for the future. Investing in
human capital is one of the most common patterns of parental investment and has important
consequences for children’s wellbeing (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014). Teaching their children about
the farm and taking them to school are the two most suitable ways to provide by the cocoa
farmers. Providing for your children is a returning topic in literature on Ghana (Van der Geest,
2008) (Van der Geest, 1998) (Amanor, 2006) (Twum-Danso, 2007) (Aboderin, 2004) (Tsai &
Dzorgbo, 2012).
The duty of parents to provide is connected to parent-child relationships in Ghana. This
relationship can be seen as a contract, where a parent expects to be paid back once the child is in
position to do this by fulfilling responsibilities and behaving in an appropriate manner (TwumDanso, 2007). Important concepts in parent-child relationship are respect and responsibility.
From a young age in Ghanaian culture, children are trained that they must respect and obey all
elders, they need to be humble towards all adults and take their advice (Twum-Danso, 2007).
Parents want their children to develop a good character, what is major part in upbringing
children. Parents want their children to become respectful, respectable adults and responsible
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citizens (Twum-Danso, 2007). Besides respect, responsibility is also a returning aspect in
parent-child relationships. Children are expected to contribute to the household and help with
different tasks (Twum-Danso, 2007). In return, the responsibility of parents is to provide for
their children in order to have right to the services and labour of the children (Twum-Danso,
2007). This responsibility is also stressed in how a person spends their money, if you spend your
money on useless things, people will disrespect you (Van der Geest, 1998). So also for the parent,
the responsibilities are emphasized: if you use your money to do good then people will respect
you. One of the main ways to get respected (meaning you spend your money well) is to invest in
the future: providing a good education for your children (Van der Geest, 1998). The ‘contract’
consisting of rights and duties between parents and children based on respect and responsibility
works in two ways: when parents were unable to fulfil their duty, children shouldn’t feel the
need to take care of their parents (Twum-Danso, 2007).

The ‘contract’ points out another ‘R’ in the parent-child relationships in Ghana, besides
responsibility and respect (Twum-Danso, 2007). In the social and cultural context of Ghana,
value is placed on a relationship based on the needs and demands of the parties involved. This
can be ultimately attributed to the value of reciprocity (Twum-Danso, 2007). There is a duty for
the young, especially adult children, to provide support and is best captured in the Twi-saying:
“When your elders take care of you while you cut your teeth, you must in turn take care of them
while they are losing theirs (Ape by Aboderin, 2004). The principle of reciprocity in the
Ghanaian context is therefore not new to academic literature (Aboderin, 2004) (Twum-Danso,
2007) (Van der Geest, 2008) (Tsai & Dzorgbo, 2012). The work of Van der Geest (1998)
illustrates this principle of reciprocity based on the two achievements in life. The two main
achievements serve as evidence that a person has lived well. The first is that the person has
taken good care of one’s children “which today means nothing less than that one had taken them
to school” (Van der Geest, 1998, p. 337). The second one is if the person was able to put up a
house for their family. A house is seen as something where the family can always return to (Van
der Geest, Yebisa Wo Fie: Growing old and building a house in the Akan culture of Ghana, 1998).
Someone who had succeeded in both fields could be sure of his children will return the favour.
Even if someone needs to choose between two choices (for example due to limited resources),
then taking care of your children has the main priority. Children with a proper education would
be able to get a good job and might build the house for the family anyway. The children will
ensure the person of a roof over his/her head and caring for the parent because the parent
sacrificed himself for the children. The principle of reciprocity ensures the farmers that their
children will take care of them when they are older. By investing in the future of their children,
the farmers are building their future and their own: security (Van der Geest, 1998).
This security is also (in)directly mentioned by the farmers during the interviews. “With
the farm, it is going to help them a lot … So that the whole family will benefit and nobody will be
poor” (Farmer Sarkodie). In the interviews, the reciprocity pattern also comes forward. “He
wasn’t able to go to school so it’s very important he makes it possible for them to also go. So that
they can come and take care of him” (Farmer 9). The farmers show that they put all their efforts
in now to help their children but when they are grown, it will turn around. “The cocoa is what is
using to help them, in school or whatever they are doing. He understands that cocoa is just a tree,
they can die at any time. So he is really investing much so that they can also help him in time of
need” (Farmer Kennedy). The reciprocity is the keyword here, as the farmers seek security by
providing for their kids now so they will take care of them in the future. “Why not push them into
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school so that they can also learn and become great people in the future and at the end, they [the
children] can come back home and help them?” (Farmer Efua). The children will return the favour
and create security for the farmer. Therefore, the past choices in the life of elderly will influence
their present status. This brings us back to the previous concept of respect. When an elderly
person took care of his children well, the children will return the favour and care for you. This
rewards the elder person with respect. “The beauty of good care at old age is what can be seen:
respect; the ‘engine’ of the care arrangement is more hidden: reciprocity” (Van der Geest, 2008:
p. 306).
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The next step in the arrangement process is appointing a successor. How do the conditions
within the family influence the choice of a successor? Appointing a successor means that the
current farmer gives access to the land by handing over the land to the successor (Hicks, et al.,
2012). Access is defined as ‘ability to benefit from things including material objects, persons,
institutions and symbols’ (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). Giving access is not only handing over a
resource but it also constructs bundles of power embedded in a wider range of social
relationships (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). Before diving into the different mechanisms of gaining
access, a distinction needs to be made. Within the stage of picking a successor, there is the choice
to pick one successor or multiple successors (Ferrara, 2007). Different examples were given by
the cocoa farmers of succession arrangements within the interviews (Interviews, 2015). Some
farmers picked one child to inherit the farm: ‘she knows the daughter will succeed her’ (Farmer
2). Others picked a successor but only for the management of the farm, the land still belonged to
all the children: ‘he is saying that the farm is for all the children, he [the eldest son] is just a
custodian, and [he is] just seeing if everything is done properly” (Farmer Daniel). Some farmers
decided to share the farm equally: ‘She is going to share it for them so that everyone has a proper
portion of it’ (Farmer 5). Whatever arrangement the farmer picks, the terms set need to be
carefully considered within the context of a succession (Hicks, et al., 2012). There are multiple
options for appointing a successor, what underscores that succession forces the farmers not to
look only into a potential candidate but also need to look into all the other family members
involved.

An illustration of appointing a successor can be found in the case study of Sarkodie (see Chapter
3). Sarkodie explains to us that probably one of his sons will take charge of the farm when he is
no more. When asked about his motive (why) to choose this particular child, he interprets that
the boy truly cares about the farm because he crying whenever Sarkodie forbids him to go to the
farm. This characteristic of caring about the farm invests (un)consciously in the relation with the
father. Sarkodie is not the only farmer who does pays attention to the characteristics of his
successor. When asking farmers about why they pick a certain successor, the word which was
mentioned several times was ‘humble’. “He is the oldest son, he has interest in farming and he is
very humble” (Farmer Daniel). Another farmer also uses the word ‘humble’: “He is very
knowledgeable, he doesn’t spend money, he saves. He knows how to manage money very well, he is
very humble” (Farmer Kweku). When asked about how he knew that his son was interested, he
explained that “everything he does on the farm, the son tries to get involved. So I can see that he
[the son] is interested. He is in school but anytime he comes around he comes to the farm” (Farmer
Daniel). This interesting character detail is something which is coming back several times in
interviews with the current cocoa farmers. Humble also means a child does listen to the current
farmer, “he [the son] listens to him [the farmer] so he [the farmer] makes sure everything is clear
to him [the son] and not keep it as a secret. In case he is not around, he can take care of things …
He is very respectful, very humble. Everybody likes him because he is a good child” (Farmer 3). It
appeared that ‘humble’ is an important aspect in the succession story. The translator worked
with, explained ‘humble’ as the following: “humble means they are not harsh of pride. They
manage things well. They can manage the farm and money as well. It also means they can take
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care of others as well. They listen to instructions given by the parent” (Personal conversation,
2016). So ‘humble’ does point out different features of the character of the successor: the
successor should be interested in the farm, caring and respectful towards the current farmer.

‘Humble’ is a remarkable observation about the characteristics of a successor and gives us some
first insight in how a successor gets access to the farm. The notion of ‘humble’ points out a
mechanism within the framework of Ribot and Peluso (2003). The social relationship
determines the access to the cocoa farm via friendship, trust, reciprocity, patronage, dependence
and obligation form critical strands in access webs (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). Humble describes the
character of their envisioned successor and guarantees the farmer that their successor can fulfil
their task via trust. “She knows the daughter is going to succeed her. She has a good character, she
has a good mind. She has a purpose so she can really do it” (Farmer 2). The notice of ‘humble’
connects to the described character development by Twum-Danso (2007). The social and
cultural context in Ghana emphasizes the need for appropriate behaviour by children based on
respect and responsibility (Twum-Danso, 2007). Humble represents the respectful attitude
towards the current farmer and other elders. ‘Humble’ underscores again the importance of the
relationship between the current farmer and the successor. The successor is more trusted with
an ‘humble’ attitude, what shows that the social relationship via trust does give the successor
access to the farm. That a social relationship can give access to the farm is also acknowledged in
literature on succession in families. Problems in relationships among family members was
mentioned 60% of the time as critical in determining succession outcomes (Morris, et al., 1997).
Bad interpersonal relationships can obstruct succession (De Massis, et al., 2008) (Brockhaus,
2004). The relationship between the successor and the predecessor determines the process,
timing and the effectiveness of the succession (Brockhaus, 2004). The importance of the social
relationship does connect to the underlying reciprocity described in chapter 3. Access via social
relationship relates to this principle of reciprocity because the more trusted a successor is, the
higher the (perceived) security for the farmer.
Another mechanism identified within the research is the access through social identity.
“Access if often mediated by social identity or membership in a community or group, including
groupings by age, gender, ethnicity, religion, status, profession, place of birth, common
education or other attributes that constitute social identity” (Ribot & Peluso, 2003, p. 171). One
prominent mechanisms for the farmers to appoint a successor was based on the position of the
child in the family. “Without his presence, he will give the land to his older son. The older son has
enough experience. He will take responsibility of the land … He is managing the farm for all the
children” (Farmer 2). The oldest child is part of social-grouping among all the children and is
often seen as the most suitable successor. This turns out to be a common pattern while talking to
the cocoa farmers. “Probably the eldest will take care of everything but it’s for all the kids … for
them to recognize that he is the eldest, if there is anything they need they can go to him for it”
(Farmer 7). The position of the oldest child is emphasized as being responsible and able to take
care of the land. Farmers present it even as a fact that the oldest son should take care of the
property of the family. “Her oldest son is doing it … He cultivated the land so he had to take charge.
He cultivated the land, he is the oldest. He had to take control” (Farmer Akosia). Remarkable is the
answer of the farmer, ‘he had to take control’. This shows that the position of the eldest child is a
given where the eldest child needs to adhere to. The access through social identity is connected
to the oldest child who has a position in the family which has special responsibilities but also
comes with a degree of respect.
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The pattern of primogeniture occurs when the entire property goes to the eldest child
(typically, son) of the deceased. The other extreme is where there is equal division where each
child inherits the same share (Ferrara, 2006). Farmers introduce the oldest child as a successor
but this contrasts with the matrilineal inheritance pattern. The matrilineal basis of the Akan
does originally does not have any preference for primogeniture. An explanation can be found in
Platteau and Baland (2000) who suggest that in sub-Saharan Africa there is a widespread
attachment to the equal division norm. When land becomes more severe in the face of a growing
population pressure, traditional land tenure arrangements are likely to give way to market
transactions (Ferrara, 2006). Another explanation could be that the farmers fall back upon
primogeniture because the historical model of gaining access to cocoa land has changed over the
years, what forces them to fall back upon the principle of reciprocity. The position of the eldest
child is characterized by a bigger responsibility within the family and a degree of respect what
might make the oldest child a (more) secure option as successor. Lastly, the oldest child might
embody the ensuring characteristics of ‘humble’ the best among all the children, what connects
to the first mechanism of access. The oldest child is often expected to take care of the younger
children, take responsibility and the parents know this child the longest. The oldest child might
be chosen due to the representation of valuable characteristics as a successor.
A last mechanism identified is the access through knowledge. “Beliefs, ideological
controls and discursive practices, as well as negotiated systems of meaning, shape all forms of
access (Shipton & Goheen by Ribot & Peluso, 2003: 168). The research wants to focus on the
‘negotiated systems of meaning’ especially in the case of education. The described educationfirst approach is not only an option for the farmers to secure their future, it can also influence
the way the farmers divide their succession. If children had the opportunity to go to school and
gain knowledge on various other subjects than farming, their access to the farm will be limited.
Other studies also show that formal education decreases the succession probability because it
opens other occupational opportunities (Suess-Reyes & Fuetsch, 2016). The social meaning
constructed by the farmers is that the education will give their children other and maybe even
better opportunities, so they don’t need the farming land. In the case of the cocoa farmers, the
height of education determines whether the children will get a piece of the land. However, there
is also another way of applying the access by knowledge which encourages the farmer to pick a
certain successor. If the successor has an education in the field of agriculture, a higher level of
education specialized in agriculture makes succession more likely (Suess-Reyes & Fuetsch,
2016) (Cavicchioli, 2015). An example from one of the farmers illustrates this, “he is in Kumasi
now, his future career is an argic student. He is very serious. When I go there [he asks] ‘dad, how
about my farm?’ It’s very good, he is very good in cocoa and taking care of the cocoa” (Farmer 12).
Other farmers also emphasize the knowledge of their successor on farming, what makes the
current farmers trust them more. “He is going to get a greater portion of it than all the other kids.
He is the one that is more interested in the kind of job they do...” (Farmer 6). “He has a good
conduct, he is a good boy. He is very interested in farming life” (Farmer Mensah). The farmers
emphasize how skilled their successors are in agriculture, what makes the farmers trust their
children more as a successor.
Overall, the three mechanisms identified are access by social relations, access through
social identity and access by knowledge. The three mechanisms show what a successor should
represent for the cocoa farmers: a good relationship with the predecessor, a valuable social
position within the family with ‘humble’ characteristics and an interest in farming. The different
mechanisms are not clear-cut and are intertwined. Nevertheless, it gives an indication of the
different factors which are important in succession arrangements for cocoa farmers in Ghana. If
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the successor can fulfil one, two or all three mechanisms, the cocoa farmer feels ensured the
successor can fulfil its role. This security is all the farmer want to reach and all three
mechanisms can contribute to this security within the succession arrangements.

Succession is not something which is daily discussed and is perceived as a sensitive topic. A
particular interview shows how sensitive the topic actually was, especially in the presence of
other family members. One day there was an interview arranged around 17:00 (after most of the
farmers returned from the farm). One female farmer was pounding fufu (a typical Ghanaian dish
made of maize and cassava) while we interviewed her. She didn’t mind and told us that we could
talk. However, her family was surrounding her while she was preparing the meal. When asking
about her family, she pointed at the children and youngsters which some of them were present
at the interview. It was evident the topic made her uncomfortable because when asking her
about succession arrangements, she just kept repeating that it was all for the children. She
emphasized that she didn’t know it yet but she will divide it among the children. She encouraged
them to go to school first and she will decide afterwards (Observations, 2015). The probing for a
more explicit explanation lead to nowhere. Although probing in this case was a mistake made by
the researcher and translator, it showed that such decisions often are intertwined with
transparency.
There is a lot of diversity in the level of transparency surrounding succession
arrangements. On the one hand, there are farmers who don’t want to tell their children and
emphasize secrecy. “When he is not around he will give it to all the kids but who will succeed what,
that is a secret. It’s up to him to decide” (Farmer Kweku). Farmers have different reasons to keep
it a secret. “It’s a secret. When he is alive, he can’t open up because they [the nuclear family] might
not like what they get. He wants to prevent this so he keeps it a secret” (Farmer Benjamin). Later in
the interview he explains why he chooses not to share the information. “If the tells them before
he passes away, it will be likely there will be so many disputes” (Farmer Benjamin). This shows
that there is a reason behind keeping it secret, there might be dispute and conflict due the soon
revelation of the legacy. Another reason not to tell the succession arrangements is the mistrust
within a family. “He says at times, reason why we keep secret is that whenever we sit down and
makes a decision, at times they will be hitting him [the successor]. Some brother and sisters, not all
of them will love you. He [the successor] will be hurt” (Farmer Osei). Keeping it a secret was to
keep the successor save from siblings who might ‘hurt’ him. Expectations by the family might be
different than what happens, what can cause dispute among the siblings. Mistrust makes
succession a tricky issue. “He doesn’t want any situation when he tells them [the nuclear family]
what is happening [the succession arrangement] and then, the person [from the family] will just
think about a way to take him out. He doesn’t want any situation where they would try to kill him
so that they will take the land” (Farmer 1). This is an extreme example but it reflects the
importance of succession arrangements because it clearly connects to family relations and
(mis)trust within a family. Another reason not to tell the succession arrangement is that
(extended) family might be less helpful once the division has been made. “For instance, when you
are sick and your kids can’t support you at the moment it makes it difficult for any family member
to help you because now they know, even if you are no more they know the children will take over.
So he thinks it’s better to keep it a secret” (Farmer 4). The extended family might be less caring
because they know they won’t get anything in return what connects to the reciprocity principle.
On the contrary, there are also farmers who are convinced to tell their children. “To keep
secrets is dangerous. Whenever we sit down and all the children are around, we sit down and point
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[out] one. Make it transparent, that’s very good. So call all the children and talk with them”
(Farmer Kweku). Farmers emphasize that they will tell their children because it will keep them
safe from conflict within the family. “He told them so they are all aware what is in store for them,
so it doesn’t bring any dispute” (Farmer Daniel). The different explanations from the farmers do
show the motivation to share their arrangements: to prevent conflict from happening.
“Communicate these things, it’s very essential. They are a family so in case he dies right now, there
wouldn’t be any fight. He doesn’t want it that way” (Farmer Kennedy). Some farmers also see it as
a motivation to empower their family with the knowledge of knowing about the legacy. “There is
no way anybody can cheat them in any way. If he is no more, people can make a whole lot of
argument but when he is alive and he tells ‘this is what is happening’. Then there won’t be any
fight” (Farmer 10). Farmers do connect their openness to certain values they cherish as a parent.
“I don’t want any misunderstanding after my death so possibly I do everything as I live now. So that
if I am not there, there will be no harassment in the family. They are very peaceful.” (Farmer 5).
Farmers connect the level of openness to what they would like to teach their children. “They all
agreed because they love each other” (Farmer Daniel). Other values mentioned were unity,
oneness, love and togetherness (Interviews, 2015). This shows that the succession
arrangements mean much more than just dividing property.
The different levels of transparency underscore the dynamic influence of transparency in
succession arrangements. Telling or not telling your children about the succession arrangements
is divided in two choices which seem incompatible at first sight. However, both choices are
motivated by the farmers by wanting to prevent dispute. The farmers both act in a way to
prevent dispute and in a way, still care for their family even when they are not around anymore.
Telling or not telling connects to the values which are present in the families and therefore, do
influence the choice whether to tell or not tell the succession arrangements. This underscores
that circumstances within the family make every succession arrangement unique.

Besides how the successor gets access to the legacy, when also plays a major role for the farmers.
Timing of succession depends on several factors. Firstly, the farmers first want an overview of
what this succession will be. “Abunu is not yet finished with cultivating so he hasn’t made a
decision yet. Still, when he finishes cultivating, he will give it to his children” (Farmer Daniel).
Being sure of the property explains the motivation of most of the farmers to wait. “He wants to
make boundaries on the farm, he has not done that yet. If he finishes with the boundaries and
inform them, this is what is happening … He wants to make sure he shares it before he
communicates it to them” (Farmer 1). Farmers want to know the exact size of their property so
they are sure of what exactly they will divide among the nuclear and extended family.
Secondly, the ‘age’ of the farmer is also an important aspect of timing. In the case of
Sarkodie (see case study Chapter 3), he perceives himself young with his 54 years old. He
explains in the interview, ‘Even as, he is young, putting much effort into the farm…’. If the farmer
perceives himself as young, he is probably far from thinking about his succession arrangements.
The age of the current farmer does influence the timing of appointing successor. The probability
of having a successor rises with the age of the operator (Kimhi & Nachlieli, 2001). The higher the
age of a farmer, the more likely a succession plan is created (Mishra, El-Osta, & Shaik, 2010).
However, literature shows that this probability of succession firstly increases with age but later,
after a critical point, it decreases again. This makes it a u-shaped relation. So if farmers postpone
succession for too long, it will bring difficulties in finding an appropriate successor (Suess-Reyes
& Fuetsch, 2016). The ‘age’ of the farmer contributes to the timing of handling the succession
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arrangements.
Thirdly, the age of a successor has also a role to play in the timing. Take Sarkodie (see
case study Chapter 3) as an example, he wants to wait because his successor is still very young.
The son he was pointing out as his successor is around 10 years old, what means it will take a
while before he will succeed the cocoa farmer. Other farmers show similar objections to divide
their legacy now: “she hasn’t talked to the daughter yet, she is young, and she is 12 now. She says
that she is too young for now. If she is like 15 to 20 years she will tell her “(Farmer 2). The age of
the successor plays an important role in the legacy puzzle: “They are still little, he doesn’t know it
yet” (Farmer Daniel).
Lastly, the unpredictability of death also influences the timing of succession. Most
farmers mention the insecurity surrounding death as one of the main motivators to think about
succession, “death doesn’t announce it’s coming” (Efua, p. 45). When asking farmers about why
they thought about succession, the most common answer was: “he thought about it because he
can die right now” (Farmer Kennedy). Farmers are aware of the unpredictability of death, what
moves them to think about the future of their farm. “He has done all the documentation 4 years
ago. Because of death issues, he decided to do it because he can pass away at any time” (Farmer
Kojo). The farmers stress that it’s important to make a plan beforehand because “anything can
happen at any time, it can happen today you see him tomorrow but you won’t see him again”
(Farmer Kweku). The unpredictability of death is very much acknowledged by the farmers and
this insecurity influences the timing positively because it motivates farmers to act.
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The previous findings in the research reveal the perceptions of current cocoa farmers on
succession. All the chapters contributed to answering the main question, why do current
succession arrangements limit the inclusion of the youth in the cocoa sector of Ghana? The first
chapter starts with sketching out the political-economic situation of the cocoa sector in Ghana.
Since its introduction cocoa has been a major part of the economy of Ghana and the cocoa sector
has undergone major changes since. Farmers started the first cocoa farms by going into virgin
forests but in time the frontier declined. This also had its effect on the family-based nature of
cocoa farming. Where land was firstly readily-available and guaranteed for (extended) family
members, this changed with the decline of the frontier (Amanor, 2006). Therefore, succession
became more important in getting access to the farm. The cocoa sector in Ghana nowadays is
characterized by smallholder and old farmers, old trees and a declining production (Broere &
van der Kooij, 2016). Due to the lack of available land, farmers are forced to consider
intensification instead of expansion of their cocoa farm. The government of Ghana (via
Cocoaboard) has a major influence on the sector by setting the producers price for the product
and ensuring the quality of the beans (Ton, et al., 2008) (Asante-Poku & Angelucci, 2013).
However, the Cocoaboard is well-known among the farmers for the unpredictability of their
policies, what makes it hard for the farmers to rely on. Cocoa farmers are of an older age and see
the farm mostly as their pension. This makes it hard for the youth to get into the cocoa sector
(Anyidoho, et al., 2012). Intergenerational farming is something which is rarely seen on cocoa
farms in Ghana (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015).
The second chapter digs into the story of the current farmers and how they became
farmers. Cocoa farming is typically a family-led practice so it’s no surprise that family members
also set an example for the farmer-to-be at the time. Education was not seen as necessary to
become a farmer. However, some farmers used this perception in their benefit to get access to
the farm. Location played a role in a two-folded way: being close to the family and being close to
the farm. A good relationship with the family members (especially the farm owner) and living
close the farm supported access to the farm. Cocoa is a long-term investment and is seen as
‘future chop-money’ for the farmers. All these factors contributed to the ‘choice’ of becoming a
farmer and give a foundation for the future succession choices for the farmers.
The third chapter dives into the envisioned succession arrangements of the current
farmers. Although most farmers in the research have a matrilineal inheritance background, the
Interstate Succession Law opened up the choice for succession (Ferrara & Milazzo, 2014).
Suddenly the choice for inheritance didn’t have to be based on matrilineal tradition (only). This
is reflected in the current succession arrangements because the arrangements are an individual
choice of the farmer. Foremost, the farmers want to provide for the future of their children.
Education and farming are the most suitable ways to do this, although those two seem
incompatible at first sight. The duty of the farmers to give the children different options is part
of the parent-child relationship in Ghana (Twum-Danso, 2007) (Aboderin, 2004). Respect and
responsibility are the characteristics on the surface but the principle of reciprocity is the engine
of this relationship (Van der Geest, 2008). Reciprocity between the parent-farmers and the
children provide the security which the farmers want to reach within succession (Twum-Danso,
2007). The cocoa farmer wants to reach a certain level of security where he/she is guaranteed of
care for the farm and care for the family in the future (including the farmer him-/herself).
Reciprocity is not the main goal of the succession arrangement but can be merely seen as a tool
to reach the envisioned security of the farmer.
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In chapter four this security is also reflected by the choice of a successor. The farmers
describe the perfect successor with ‘humble’. Respect and taking responsibility are emphasized
as successor worthy characteristics. A successor can get access by social relationship, access by
social position and access by knowledge (Ribot & Peluso, 2003). All these mechanisms of access
do underscore the level of trust which needs to be guaranteed by the successor. This trust
relates, again, to the security of the farmer. The more trusted a successor, the more guaranteed
the farmer will be of the care for the farm and the care for his family. Transparency and timing
are two important aspects which influence the outcome of succession. There is a lot of diversity
in the level of transparency, whether to tell or not tell about the succession arrangements.
However, both choices aim to prevent dispute within the family. Timing of the succession is also
a delicate topic because it depends on several factors. Identified by this research are the known
size of the property, the age of the successor, the age of the farmer and the unpredictability of
death. Many farmers mentioned the unpredictability of death as a motivator to arrange their
succession because death never announces its time.
Overall, the aim for security needs to be understood in the context of changes for the
cocoa farmers. Firstly, getting access to land cannot be reached like before by going into virgin
forests, what makes succession of upcoming importance. As land is not available anymore,
farmers are forced to change from a focus on quantity to quality: productive lands instead of
gaining more land. Secondly, farmers used to rely on the Akan matrilineal inheritance tradition
but this choice was opened up with the Interstate Succession Law in 1985. Most farmers
determine their succession on individual basis and not something which is prescribed by
matrilineal patterns anymore. Lastly, the norm of education is also a change where the farmers
must deal with. Nowadays taking care of your children means sending them to school, what
wasn’t seen as necessary for the farmers at the time. All these changes in the cocoa sector and
the succession area create insecurity for the cocoa farmers and their envisioned succession. In
times of insecurity, the farmers try to reach security by the means of reciprocity. This security is
the core of the succession arrangements and therefore, should be guaranteed when taking over
the cocoa farm.
The same security limits the inclusion of the youth in the cocoa sector of Ghana. The
current academic debate focuses solely on the youth and how to include them. This research
supplements this debate by providing insight in the perception of the current cocoa farmers.
Security for the cocoa farmers is emphasized in this research, what can help the youth to get
access to the cocoa farm. The security of the farmers now limits the youth because farmers hold
on longer to their land. Due to insecurity, the farmers use the cocoa farm as their pension crop.
Besides, the reciprocity principle which is used as a foundation for the succession arrangements
is unspoken. None of the farmers explicitly mention reciprocity although the principle came
forward in analysis of the different interview (Interviews, 2015). Many conditions of succession
arrangements are unspoken and surrounded in mystery, what makes it hard for the youth to get
access to the land. The research suggests that in any succession arrangement the security for the
farmer should be guaranteed. This can be done by the different mechanisms of access pointed
out in the research: access by social relation, access by social position and access by knowledge
(Ribot & Peluso, 2003). These three mechanism will make it most likely to become a successor.
The research doesn’t state this this is a clear-cut calculation of getting access to the farm because
every family is different. The mechanisms of access show how a general feeling of security can
be created. A successor should get across that he/she can deliver this security and hold up to
his/her part of the reciprocity principle. If the youth can guarantee this security for the farmer,
the first step towards succession arrangements is set.
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Different levels of transparency were illustrated in the research. Farmers motivate their
level of transparency by not wanting to cause conflict. Conflict will cause only more insecurity
for the farmers. Nevertheless, transparency can contribute to security of the farm because if a
younger person knows that he/she will get the farm, he/she is more likely to invest in the future
of the farm (Ohene, et al., 2015). A successor can already invest in the future of the farm if
he/she is aware of the upcoming responsibility, what results in a more secure farm.
Transparency can therefore include the youth better and sooner in the cocoa sector. Sharing the
succession arrangements can contribute to the continuation of the farm due to the long(er)-term
investments and shared responsibilities among the current farmer and the successor, what will
benefit the production of the farm. Nevertheless, transparency stays a tricky issue and shouldn’t
be underestimated. Many farmers see writing their will as a death sentence (Personal
conversations, 2015) and more transparency can also increase competition among siblings. The
research pointed out transparency as an influence on succession but more insight is needed to
fully understand this concept in the arrangements. With the help of future research,
transparency might provide opportunities for the inclusion of youth in the cocoa sector in
Ghana.
Transparency is also a central concept in the idea of intergenerational dialogue (see
Chapter 1). The dialogue asks for transparency of the family by discussing the succession
arrangements in the presence of a third party (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). This transparency can
be tricky (see descriptions above) and can be a limitation for the concept. Nevertheless, the
dialogue tries to approach the sensitive issue by first introducing it a community level before
discussing it amongst the (nuclear) family. A common ground between the farmers and their
family is the centre of the intergenerational dialogue (Ohene Marfo, et al., 2015). This research
contributes to the common ground by stating that the security for the cocoa farmer should also
to be guaranteed. If the security can be part of the common ground in the intergenerational
dialogue (next to ‘legacy’), farmers might think sooner about succession. Besides, the different
mechanisms of access defined in the research can make the next generation aware of what the
farmers find important for a successor. This can enhance a successful outcome of the
intergenerational dialogue. The need for security can also be used by the third party who
intervenes in the dialogue. Whoever the third party will be to support the intergenerational
dialogue, security for the farmer should be guaranteed to let the intergenerational farming
become successful. The research supplements the idea of intergenerational dialogue and
increases the common ground for the farmer and the family.
The research underscored that timing is an important aspect of succession. The right
timing of succession might enhance the transfer of the farm instead of dragging the process. A
suggestion for the timing could be that the farm should be shared with the (nuclear) family
before the children leave the house for senior high school. The children would be aware of the
plans for the farm, what made it easier to prepare every child for his/her contribution to the
farm (Personal conversations, 2015). Although this would be an interesting idea to investigate, it
would be still tricky due to the dependency of transparency within the family. Besides sharing
the ideas at a particular time, it also asks a family to have an open dialogue on the different
issues of succession. In families, which are ruled by respect and responsibilities, this can be
challenging due to the gerontocracy embedded among parents and children. The norm of
sharing responsibilities in a family might provide a fruitful foundation to include the children
soon in the future of the farm. Another opportunity identified by the research is the
unpredictability of death what motivated many farmers to arrange their succession on time. If
the farmers are more motivated to arrange their succession, this might give the youth a chance
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to get involved sooner. Timing needs more research by taking into account the sensitivity, family
dynamics and the ongoing changes in the cocoa sector. Nevertheless, timing can create an
opportunity to enhance succession arrangements.
Education is a returning topic in the research. The farmers have accepted education as
the main way to provide a future for their children although most farmers didn’t enjoy (any)
education. The next generation of farmers will be more educated than the current farmers, what
possibly will influence running the farm and the succession arrangements. Several sources have
indicated that the probability of succession increases with the parents’ education level (SuessReyes & Fuetsch, 2016) (Kimhi & Nachlieli, 2001) (Mishra & El-Osta, 2008). A higher level of
education means a greater set of skills of farmer, what might mean a greater farm profiabillity
and an increased probabillity of succession (Mishra & El-Osta, 2008). Education might become a
intellectual capital of farmers in the future, what will also influence the structural change within
the farm sector (Suess-Reyes & Fuetsch, 2016). However, the effect of the education of the
farmers is not without dispute. Parents (and farmers) with a higher educational attainment may
process, information, allocate resources and evaluate new technologies more effectively what
can delay the farm transfer (Mishra & El-Osta, 2007). Education will continue to have it’s impact
on the next generation of farmers because intellectual capital will be part of the future farms in
Ghana. Farmers will be more educated than before what will have it’s effect on succession
arrangements as well. The raised education level of the farmers provides an interesting
opportunity for future research.
Lastly, an upcoming phenonomen in the Ghanaian cocoa sector is the idea of pension for
cocoa farmers (Observations, 2015). In several discussions with experts in the field of cocoa this
idea was presented as an salvation for the farmers (Personal conversations, 2015). Farmers
often mentioned the lack of pension as a limitation and contribution to their insecurity, one of
the reasons why they need to hold on to the farm for longer (Interviews, 2015). The concept of
pensions for cocoa farmers is an idea which relates to the identified security for the farmers.
Saving up for the future might be a new factor for the cocoa farmers but it provides
opportunities for the cocoa sector in Ghana. Especially for Ghana because the cocoa sector has a
strong institutional setting with Cocoaboards’ influence. The already in-use infrastructure
provides an opportunity for the cocoa sector in Ghana. Most cocoa farmers are united in farmers’
organizations, where the Licing Buying Companies (LBC’s) buy the cocoa from via their
purchasing clerk. The Licing Buying Companies (LBC’s) and the farmers’ organisations can
enhance their offer for their farmers with the pensions as an extra service. This can make
farmers commit to an organisation for a longer time because they are building up their pension
with the organisation. This creates more security for the organisatons because they are assured
of their number of allied farmers and it gives the farmers the security they need. The findings in
this research do support the concept of pensions for the cocoa farmers because pensions
guarantee exactly the security which the farmers want to reach. The upcoming development of
pensions for cocoa farmers in Ghana provides an interesting case for the future. The security for
the farmers will be guaranteed what might open up the farmers to hand over the farm earlier.
The principle of reciprocity might be less important for the farmers due to the created security
by the pensions. In times of many changes for the cocoa farmers, pensions are definitely a
development to keep an eye on.
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